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September Program – Member Tips,
Techniques, & Jigs

The September meeting featured tips, jigs, and techniques, as
presented by various AVW members.  Here they are, augmented with
pictures and some additional information from the web. (Humble
apologies if I have done havoc to anyone's presentation. - Editor)

Scott Schlosser
Making Pail Handles:  Its not as exciting as bowls and battle tops,

but turning handles for those wire bails on buckets that always
cut into our hands can be a small, but useful, project.  Scott
starts with a square blank with width and length appropriate to
the final size, making sure to use straight-grained wood to avoid
splitting during the gluing/separating steps described below.
The blank is run lengthwise through the bandsaw to cut it into
two equal pieces, then the two halves are glued back together.
{Advice from the membership regarding gluing to facilitate
separation of the two pieces:  (1) put a sheet of paper between
the two halves during glue-up or (2) use hide glue and heat the
turned handle with a heat gun to soften/weaken the glue.}  The
blank is through-drilled then turned to shape and finished.  It is
split along the glue line, placed around the bucket's metal bail
and re-glued to give a much more comfortable carrying handle.

A Table-Saw Sled To Cut Pieces For a Segmented Turning:
Scott showed the group a shop-made table-saw sled that
facilitates production cutting of the many small pieces that are
glued up to make a rough blank for <continued on next page>

Reminder:  The October meeting will feature Liam O'Neil as the presenter and
will be held on October 10th, the second Saturday.



<continued from previous page> turning into a unique, beautiful,
very often hollow-form, shape.  It is often said that the “devil is in
the detail” and the key to a successful segmented turning is to start
with a large number of identical, very accurately-cut segments.
They can be cut on a miter saw but it is a sometimes-lengthy trial-
and-error process to set up your miter saw to achieve the precise
cut angles and that effort is wasted the next time you reset your
miter saw to cut something else.  (Multiple, dedicated miter
saws???) The answer is found in a specialized miter sled for your
table saw that allows you to production-cut multiple, perfectly-
measured segments.

◦ A working sled has a runner that rides in the miter slot of the
table saw and enables the sled to be moved back and forth
past the blade in a repeatable manner.  It has two fences that
are precisely located on the moving base to present the
segment material to the saw blade at a consistent, accurate cut angle... that angle being
determined by the number of sides you want for your segmented blank.  (see below)  The
sled system also incorporates a stop mechanism to ensure the pieces are cut to a
consistent length. A useful accessory for the sled system (some would say it is a
necessity) is a “zero-clearance ramp strip” (see below) that guides the just-cut segments
away from the saw blade... your zero-clearance table insert will not do the job and Scott
testified to the fact that that a just-cut segment can become a projectile.

◦ Scott's sled is a fixed-configuration unit, meaning that the fences are permanently
attached to the base and will make segments for a turning blank that has a fixed number
of sides.  The reality of turning is that most turners will be able to use one or, possibly, two
such sleds to make 95% of their segmented
blanks.  For complete artistic flexibility, however,
an adjustable-fence sled will be required... at a
cost of the time required to shop-make a more
complex sled.

◦ Segmented turnings can be spectacular.  To see
some amazing examples of segmented turning,
go to Jerry Bennett's web site at
http://jerrybennettart.com/products.htm.  When it
comes to segmented turning, Jerry sets the bar
at a very high level!  He is also a very friendly,
supportive turner who quickly gave AVW
permission to distribute plans that were downloaded from his web site and, for that, I
extend to him a very sincere and public “Thank you!”

◦ The plans I refer to above are available on Jerry's tools/techniques web site at
http://www.segeasy.com/ .  Go there and click on “Products” then “The Wedgie Sled” to
see plans for making and using a very basic sled that will cut segments for a 12-segment
ring.  A copy of that plan is included with this newsletter on pages ##-###.  Its great
introductory stuff that describes a foolproof process for manipulating your segment
material during the cutting.

◦ On that same web page, in the right-hand margin, there is a link that invites you to
“Download the plans for the world's coolest wedgie sled!”... and another to “make the
zero-clearance strip”... and yet another to “make the saw stop”... all of which are included
in this newsletter on pages ##-###.  The page also provides links to two videos which
show the construction of he sled and the basics of segment cutting.
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◦ Construction of a fixed-configuration sled or the use of a variable-configuration sled (i.e.,
one with adjustable fences) each require a means of measuring/setting the angle
between the two fences with a high degree of accuracy.  One way to do this involves
having/making templates that include an angle that is determined by the number of sides
for your segment ring... template angle = 360 / (# of sides).

▪ Note that the template angle is exactly twice the desired cut angle... you can do the
geometry or just accept that as a fact, but don't confuse the two terms.

▪ On his web site, Jerry Bennett sells “Wedgies”... precisely-made plastic templates that
will let you set fences to cut segments for rings having from 16 to 48 segments (i.e.,
withcut angles from 11.25 degrees to 3.75 degrees).

▪ During his presentation, Scott Schlosser mentioned that he has access to a CNC
router that has been programmed to cut accurately-sized templates for locating the
fences on a fixed sled or setting the fences on a variable sled.   He offered to use the
machine to turn your material into a set of templates in return for a nominal donation
to AVW... a good deal!

◦ Scott pointed out something that makes sense but is only implied in the plans... namely,
the importance of assembling the sled such that the two fences are perfectly-located on
the sled base relative to the spline that rides in the miter slot of your table saw.  (If you
have aligned your table saw properly, this would mean that the fences are also perfectly-
located relative to the kerf cut by your saw blade.)  This is accomplished by ensuring
(geometry alert!) that the line that bisects the angle of the template used to set your
fences is exactly perpendicular (90º) to the edge of the spline that rides the miter slot.  On
page ###, I've attached a cheat sheet that shows you how to use your ### to lay out the
bisecting line on a given template.  Use your woodworking acumen to put all the pieces
together for your own sled.

◦ NOTE:  There is an app for your Android tablet or cell phone that will calculate the
segment sizes required to make the rings for building a hollow-form object with a given
I.D., O.D. and number of segments.  Its called “Segment Calculator” and you can
download it from your App Store or go to the following link to download from the
developer http://www.woodturnersresource.com/extras/projects/segmentcalc/ .

Ed Fischer
DIY Tailstock Repair:  Ed had a problem with an aging tailstock that got

bound up after a small e-ring retaining clip broke.  (What is that old
saying about “For want of a nail...”?)  Rather than shell out the $$$ for
a new tailstock, he cleared the jam and found a replacement clip on
www.replacementparts.com .  This time, he backed up the thin clip
with a washer that protected it from the wear that caused the original
to fail... proving, again, that necessity is the mother of invention.

Mark Zimmerman
Orbital Sander:  After doing a lot of careful hand sanding, Mark bought

a Harbor Freight 2-inch Mini Orbital Air Sander (#93629, $29.99 list
price, advertised air consumption of 4CFM @ 90psi) and he loves it!
It has a hook-and-loop backing pad for use with your favorite 2” hook-
and-loop sanding disks.  The random-orbit action smooths surfaces
with few of the circular sanding marks normally associated with hand-
sanding of pieces rotating in the lathe.
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An appreciation For Negative-Rake Scrapers:  Mark made a
strong personal testimonial for the capabilities of negative-
rake scrapers.  His experience has been that they are much
more user-friendly than conventional-ground scrapers and
are capable of giving a much smoother surface.  They cut
using the burr from a freshly-ground, un-honed edge or one
that has been purposely put on the edge by application of a
“steel” in he same manner a scraper is sharpened.  It has the
characteristic that the edge is presented straight into the
workpiece and it quickly loses the burr that does the cutting.
Mark purchased one of a dwindling supply of tools designed
and manufactured by Stuart Batty that incorporates Batty's
unique Taper-Lock handle and a replaceable scraper blade.
Batty-designed tools can now be purchased only from
Woodworker's Emporium in Las Vegas.  (NOTE:  You can
read more about negative-rake scrapers and Stuart Batty in the August AVW newsletter.)

Know Your Materials:  Mark offered a cautionary experience to anyone who will use colors and
finishes.  He turned and wood-burned a platter for a fisherman friend, then used Prismacolor
Art Markers (156 colors!!!) to further embellish the piece.  He then sealed the piece with
shellac in preparation for the application of a coat of wax.  Unfortunately, Prismacolor Markers
contain alcohol-based dyes and, of course, shellac is also alcohol-based.  The result was that
the colors ran badly and bled way beyond the borders of the burned areas.  The moral of the
story... think hard beforehand about the compatibility of everything you will apply to embellish
and finish your work.

Rich Vossler
Making an Irish-Knot Insert in a Turned Piece:  Rich walked us

through the process and jigs he uses to build up a turning blank
so that the final, turned piece incorporates an Irish Knot made
from contrasting wood(s).  The spectacular results of this
technique were clearly visible during Show and Tell when Rich
displayed a beautiful rolling pin.

1. In a nutshell, the process involves cutting and re-gluing a
square, kiln-dried blank to incorporate four thin inserts
that create the shape of the knot.  The shape and look of
the final Irish Knot are determined by the thickness of the
inserts (which are also kiln-dried and have been planed to exactly the same
thickness) and the angle that they are placed within the starting blank.  Obviously,
artistic imagination and
visualization play an important role
in designing the size and placement
of the inserts and, while Rich used
the technique to turn a mid-sized
item, i.e., a rolling pin, the same
technique could also be applied to
blanks incorporating a much
smaller Irish Knot, e.g., in the body
of a turned pen.

2. The process requires a bandsaw
sled (see pictures) that enables
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repeatable, angled cuts through the blank.  The sled must also incorporate an
adjustable stop that enables very careful, accurate placement of these cuts.

3. The process is
facilitated by a glue-up
jig (see picture) that is
long and tall enough to
hold the blank being
prepared.  The
elements of the jig
should be securely
glued/screwed to form
a right angle and one
side of the jig should
have a 2”-3” long
(approx.) open space
at its midpoint.

4. Start by cutting four pieces of kiln-dried insert material to a
size larger than the anticipated cut face of the blank.  Each of
the four pieces of insert material must glue-ready and planed
to exactly the same thickness.  Rich suggests either making
all the inserts out of one contrasting color of wood or using
four, different-colored woods such as maple, walnut, purple
heart, blood wood, mulberry, etc.

5. Square the ends and sides of the blank and mark a prominent
“X” on one end to identify it as the reference face.  (Very
important!)  This reference face identifies the way that the
blank is positioned in the bandsaw sled for cutting during the
next and subsequent steps.

6. Decide on the oblique angle and the positioning of the Knot
on the blank and mark off the first cut with a pencil line.  Next, clamp the cutting jig
onto your bandsaw sled so that a cut exactly matching your pencil line can be made.
Clamp the blank in the bandsaw cutting jig and make a single, smooth, oblique cut
through the blank, separating it into two pieces.  Once this cut has been made, do not
change the settings on your bandsaw or the way the jig has been clamped to the sled
because you will need to make several additional cuts at exactly the same angle.
Please see the photo.

a) Note 1:  “Oblique” means at some angle other
than 90º to the long axis of the blank.  The cut
angle determines the shape of the Knot and the
more the cut angle is moved towards the axis of
the blank, the “longer” the Knot will be.

b) Note 2:  In the Editor's opinion, it makes sense to
put a reference “x” on the face of the blank that
first sees the saw blade.  Subsequent cuts will be
started on the other 3 faces... one face at a time.

7. Glue up the blank with one piece of the insert
material sandwiched in-between the two freshly-cut
faces.  The gluing jig (see picture) and a bunch of
clamps are very helpful in holding the pieces in axial
alignment... because basic physics and the angle cut
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will make them want to slip.  Give the assembly enough clamping pressure to make a
tight, effective joint between all the pieces.  (Note: The gap in the jig allows the insert
material to project beyond the blank on a total of three sides... ensuring that the insert
material “fills” the profile of the blank... the excess will be trimmed later.  Use wax
paper to avoid squeeze-out gluing the blank to the jig.)

a) When the glue is cured to full strength, trim the
excess insert material flush with the faces of the blank
and... this is where it gets tricky!

8. Place the newly-glued blank (now with one insert) in the
bandsaw sled as you originally did with the end marked
with the “X” toward the stop.  Now, loosen the stop and
slide it and the blank until the blade of the bandsaw is
lined up to make a cut that is even with the glue joint on
the far end of the insert wood.  The kerf of the blade
should be aligned to cut on the insert side of the joint and
not on the blank side of the joint.  Once you are satisfied
is lined up correctly, clamp it in place.  Next slide the sled
stop up tight against the end of the blank and tighten it in
place.  Now unclamp the blank and keeping the X at the
stop roll the board over  180 degrees so a “new face” is
presented to the blade.  The X end should still be at the
stop.  Clamp your board into the jig against the stop and make a cut about an inch
into the blank.  Don’t cut all the way through the blank.  Now unclamp the wood and
slide it away from the stop about the distance of your saw kerf and make another cut
again about one inch deep.  Keep making successive cuts until you can just slide the
insert wood into the slot you have created.  The insert wood should fit snugly without
slop.  Now clamp the wood in the location of this last cut.  You will notice that the end
of the wood is now away from the stop.  At this point cut a shim that will fit snugly
between the wood and the stop.  From this point on, do not loosen or move the stop.
Now unclamp the blank, remove the shim and slide the wood against the stop and re-
clamp it in place.

9. Now complete the first cut for insert #2 by cutting the blank into two pieces.

10. Unclamp the half of the blank left in the sled jig and slide it away from the stop until
the insert piece you just cut fits snugly into the space.  Make sure the blank is snug
against the insert piece and that the insert piece is snug against the stop.  Clamp the
blank and complete the second cut.  (Note: There are other ways you may choose to
do this, but the important point is to make sure that your two oblique cuts through the
blank remove a slice such that the physical thickness of the removed piece plus the
two saw kerfs equals the thickness of the insert material.  This is important and, if you
haven't done this exactly right, the ends of the Knot will not line up correctly.)

11. Now glue the second insert in place, following the same procedures as in step #7.

12. Repeat steps 9-11 for the two remaining faces and inserts.

13. Once the last glue up has dried, turn, finish, and enjoy!
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Paul Saffold
Shop-Made Burnishing Wheel:  Instead of using a hand-held hone

or strop to finish gouges or other tools that have been sharpened
on a wheel, Paul uses a shop-made burnishing wheel constructed
from a couple of thicknesses of MDF that have been glued
together and mounted on the lathe using either a shop-made
tenon that is held by a 4-jaw chuck or a faceplate.  (Paul makes
his own faceplates using a Beall 1”x8 tpi tap... Woodcraft
#147816, $18.)    The glued up wood wheel is turned to a smooth,
circular shape and the circumference is impregnated with Veritas
Honing Compound
(http://www.leevalley.com/US/Wood/page.aspx?
p=32984&cat=1,43072) by rubbing it on like a crayon.  Used like a conventional buffing
wheel, the material gives a mirror-like finish to any tool.

DIY Bowl Chuck:  Paul showed us his shop-made adjustable bowl
chuck (a.k.a. Longworth Chuck) that incorporates a pair of
coaxially-mounted plywood discs that counter-rotate to move
eight rubber “jaws” in or out via a series of carefully-machined,
opposing arcs to hold a workpiece while the bottom is
turned/finished.

◦ NOTE #1:  Instructions for shop-made Longworth Chucks are
all over the web.  For example...
http://www.woodworkersguide.com/2010/10/17/how-to-make-
a-longworth-chuck/ or
http://www.woodcentral.com/articles/turning/articles_485.shtml
The instructions show a somewhat daunting layout and
routing process to get the grooves cut properly but, hey, a
commercial unit can run from $140-$300.

◦ NOTE #2:  Scott Schlosser announced that he has access to a
CNC router that has been programmed to generate the pair of
discs, including the opposing arcs, that are required for a shop-
made bowl chuck.  It takes 95% of the “agony” out of the
fabrication process.  He offered to use the machine to turn your
material into a pair of discs in return for a donation to AVW... a
good deal!

Sanding Table for DIY Sanding Disks:  Many of us have constructed
a lathe-mounted sanding disc from a circular piece of plywood/MDF
and a faceplate.  Paul has improved on that with a shop-made
sanding table that sits on the surface of the lathe bed and, after
positioning for square with the wheel, is held in place by a plywood
dog that is tightened underneath the slot in the lathe bed using one
of those ubiquitous 1/4x20 threaded knobs and a tee-nut.  The
construction of the table is evident from the pictures and it is just
necessary to size a unit to suit your specific lathe.  Paul's table has a
fitting (barely visible in a pic below) to accept a vacuum hose that
removes the sanding dust during operation.  As you can see, his
table also incorporates a hard surface and a couple of pieces of
Universal T-Track to allow mounting a guide or miter gauge.  Nice
work!
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Dave Hickman
Surface Embellishment Using Wire And Friction:  Dave described

how he uses a length of strong, thin wire to friction-burn surface
embellishments into spindles and the outer surface of hollow forms.
The embellishment is often started by turning a shallow groove
around thesurface of the piece (to define the embellishment), then
spinning the piece and holding the wire tight against the groove...
friction causes heat and heat scorches the wood where it is in
contact with the wire.  The wire is held between wooden handles
(thick pieces of dowel or pail-handles) to give a secure grip and
avoid having the wire cut into the hands.  Various thicknesses of
wire are available as piano wire, picture-hanging wire, or used guitar
strings.  Depending on the geometry of your piece, the wire can be
preheated in the flame of a propane torch and quickly applied to the
wood, which avoids putting too much force on a thinner piece to generate the friction heat.
Mark Zimmerman suggested using a piece of Formica to friction-burn those surfaces that
don't lend themselves to wire contact, e.g., inside bowls... you can cut a Formica scrap to
give a point or other shape that  can be pressed against the rotating piece to friction-burn a
pre-existing groove.

Sandpaper Management:  Dave showed a clever, but simple, tool he
uses to manage his sandpaper during finish-turning operations.  As
you can see from the pic, it is just a number of spring-type
clothespins that have been glued or screwed to a piece of wood and
labeled with the common grits used during finishing pens and other
small pieces.  It keeps your sequence of sandpaper grits handy to
your finishing operation and it saves you from having a gust of wind
scramble the working collection of sandpaper, risking a mistake like
using the grits in a reverse order.

Shop-Made Thin Parting Tool:  Dave presented a shop-made, thin-
kerf parting tool that was made from a used Sawzall blade.  He
ground the teeth off the blade, then shaped and sharpened the steel
into the shape of a Sorby-style thin parting tool.  He ground the tang
end into a shape that would fit into a shop-made handle and added a
collar made from a piece of metal conduit to reinforce the handle
where the blade enters.  He pointed out that Stuart Batty “blessed” the
tool but suggested that he grind all the paint off the blade before using
it because it made the painted section thicker than the cutting part and
it might cause binding.   It has given him good service.  The audience
suggested that one should be careful and only use those blades that
are made from one piece of high-speed steel.  Some Sawzall blades
have teeth made from high speed steel that are bonded to a blade
body that is a lower grade steel which would not be suitable for a
cutting tool.
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Denis Delahanty
Lathe Bed Tool Holder:  Depending on your lathe stand, there is

often no convenient lay-down space where you can keep
frequently-used gouges, calipers, pencils, and other tools within
reach when you are working.  Denis showed us his solution, a
tray constructed from plywood with short, vertical sides having
semi-circular slots that can hold a variety of gouges and skews
(see picture).  He incorporated a hold-down system incorporating
a plywood dog that is tightened underneath the slot in the lathe
bed using one of those ubiquitous 1/4x20 threaded knobs and a
tee-nut.  His suggestion for a second-generation holder would be
to add a drawer or other space underneath the base of the unit
where small items such as pencils, calipers, and the like can be
placed to avoid them getting buried by the inevitable pile of
shavings.

Repeatability and Gouge-Grinding Jigs:  If you are not a
dedicated Stuart Batty devotee, then you probably use some sort of jug to sharpen your
gouges, in Denis' case he uses the Wolverine OneWay Vari-Grind system.  Given that most
turners use a different profile for spindle and bowl gouges, then the jigs must be re-set
depending on the gouge being sharpened. Denis' recommendation is to purchase an extra
tool holder (approx $55) and set one up for your spindle-gouge grind, the other for bowl-
gouge grind.  Label them clearly and do not change settings.  Its a
time-saver and an error-preventer... the cost will amortize over the
life of your shop.

Freebie Source for Small, Rare-Earth Magnets:  Small rare-earth
magnets have a thousand uses around the shop and, while you can
opt to order them from Harbor Freight or Amazon.com, you can also
save yourself the cost by repurposing magnets from a common,
household item that is usually discarded... the used brushes from
your Sonicare dental care system.  Grab your needle-nosed pliers,
turn the used toothbrush upside down and pull the magnets out.

Greg Lowderbock
A Paper-towel dispenser From a Metal Candy/Cookie Tin:  Greg demonstrated a really-

clever dispenser for the smaller pieces of paper toweling that many of us use in our shop.  It
was constructed from a cookie tin by cutting a narrow (1/4”?),
vertical slot in the side of the tin and filing/sanding the edges smooth
to avoid catching the paper as it is pulled out.  (Nothing fancy here,
from where I was standing it looked like the slot went from the
bottom of the tin to the ridge around the tin where the lid seats.)  You
can devise whatever means you want to wall-mount or bench-mount
the dispenser... or just have it loose and readily-available.  To fill the
dispenser, Greg cuts a roll of paper toweling on his bandsaw such
that the width of the newly-cut roll matches the width of the slot.  Pull
the end of the towel through the slot... the towels will unroll inside
the confines of the tin and you can tear off a mini-towel at the
manufacturer's perforations.
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Show and Tell

Scott Schlosser; Segmented
Ring; Oak; unfinished; made
using a Wedgie Sled described
in this newsletter

George Maxwell; Bowl;
Ambrosia Maple; Shellac Finish

George Maxwell; Pot;
Redwood; Shellac Finish

Mike Fraser; Open Bowl;
Zelkova; Tung Oil & Wax

Mike Fraser; Footed Open
Bowl; Walnut; Tung Oil & Wax

Mike Fraser; “Angel Wing”
Candle Holder; Pear; Tung Oil
& Wax
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Show and Tell (cont.)

Tracey Worley; Bowl; Cedar;
Gloss Poly

Harriet Maloney; Utility Bowl;
Maple; Walnut Oil Harriet Maloney; Dish; Norfolk

Island Pine; Sanding Sealer

Don Maloney; Lidded Pot;
African Blackwood; Wax

Don Maloney; Pedestal Bowl;
Norfolk Island Pine; Sanding
Sealer

Mark Zimmerman; Candle
Holder; Golden Ring Tree;
Minwax Antique Oil
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Show and Tell (cont.)

Rich Vossler; Rolling Pin;
Maple-Bloodwood-Purple Heart-
Walnut;  finished with butcher
block oil and carnauba wax;
requires a special band-saw
sled and glue-up jig Daniel Sampson; Natural-

Edged Bowl; Burl; unknown
finish

Denis Delehanty; Bowl of
Giveaway Items; Various Wood
Turnings that are offered as gifts
to visitors... great idea!

Greg Lowderbock; Dish;
unknown wood; unknown finish
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2015 Monthly Programs and Challenges
Month Program Challenge
October Liam O'Neill Try Something New
November Hands-On Demonstrations Turn Something From Softwood
December Christmas Party Turn a Battle Top

Member Tips and Techniques

This is a new section where we will post short tips and techniques submitted by AVW Members for
the benefit of the whole Membership.  To submit an item, including a link to some interesting article
or YouTube video, just email it to avw-library@shenriver.com.  Thanks!

<Your tip/technique can be shown here.>

Items for Sale

This is a new section where AVW Members can post items they have for sale.  Send the description
of your item(s), including asking price and your contact information, to avw-llibrary@shenriver.com.

• For Sale: Jet 1014 Mini Lathe, variable-speed 500-3900rpm, with standard base and
additional supports for bed (extension not included, tools not included).  Asking $500. Contact
Lance Pearce  @ 540-247-9078 (cell)

• <Your items for sale can be shown here.>
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Support Our Friends!

http://www.mcfarlandsmill.com/
587 Round Hill Road, Winchester, VA 22602

Phone:  (540) 667-2272
FAX:  (540) 722-6261

Hours: Mon-Fri 7:00-3:30; Thu 7:00-6:00; Sat 8:00-1:00

We all know and appreciate what McFarland's Mill does for our club.  Please stop by to thank them
for  their  help and,  even better,  purchase your  turning  supplies  from them to support  them for
supporting us!  Stephanie and Robert will appreciate your patronage, for sure.

In case you don't already know, they carry a variety of items from the Rockler catalog and, if they do
not have something in stock, they will order it for you (sale prices, discounts, and specials apply)
and you will not have to pay for shipping... a good deal!  Contact Stephanie by phone or email...

mcfarlandsmill@comcast.net

http://www.exoticlumberinc.com/
329 East 2nd Street, Frederick MD 21701

Phone:  (301) 695-1271
Toll-Free:  (888) 262-7338

Hours:  Mon-Fri 8:00-4:30; First/Last Sat each month 9:00-1:00

Exotic Lumber, which started in Annapolis in 1994, operates as a specialty lumber yard with two
operations to serve the Washington/Baltimore area. We ship lumber to customers throughout the
United States and, with over 130 species in stock, we have one of the widest selections of lumber
available on the East Coast.  Our customers include cabinet makers, furniture makers, millwork
shops,  boat builders, woodturners, etc. We have no minimums - you can purchase 1 board or
1000bf. Have a look through the pages of our website as we constantly upload new images... email
us, phone us or, better still, visit us at either our Annapolis or Frederick warehouses where you are
most welcome to select your own lumber from our neatly stacked racks.  You can also find us on
Facebook!

Show your AVW Membership Card to receive a 10% discount!
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For Sale at McFarland's Mill
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AVW Library
The Apple Valley Woodturners has a library of DVDs (a couple of hardcopy books, too) that contains
a variety of useful, woodturning-relevant information presented in both e-book (PDF) and video
format, including:

• How-to video presentations by well-known turners, e.g., Jimmy Clewes and Stuart Batty

• Resource manuals, books, etc. relevant to turning, woodworking, finishing, and the like

• AAW resource materials, e.g., the “Fundamentals” and “Lets Go For A Spin” series (also
available to AAW members via the AAW web site)

• Video capture of AVW club demonstrations (historical)

• Presentations captured at symposiums by both AAW and Virginia Woodturners
The library...

• Is available to all AVW Members whose dues are current

• Provides a temporary loan of items on a month-by-month basis, with a nominal $2/month
charge per item checked out

• Is “open” during all AVW meetings

• Will consider acquiring items proposed by AVW Members, especially those items which will
have a strong appeal to a broad range of members... see “Requesting” below

We are in the process of improving the AVW library of DVDs to make it easier and more convenient
to use, namely:

• Members are now able to reserve library items via email... see “Reserving” below.  They will
be held and can be picked up at the next AVW meeting.  If you need it sooner or can't make
the next meeting... negotiate with your Librarian.

• There is now a catalog of the Library's holdings available on the AVW web site, through this
newsletter (see subsequent pages), and at all AVW meetings.  The holdings are grouped
according to source: General, AVW, AAW, and Other.

• Are there any other suggestions from the Membership?  Email your Librarian.
Reserving via email:
• Browse the catalog

• Address an email to avw-library@shenriver.com

• Provide your name and phone #

• Confirm your dues-paid status

• Identify the desired item(s) by the Index # (the bold number in the catalog)

• Plan to pick up the item(s) at the next AVW meeting or include an alternate proposal in your
email to the Librarian

Requesting a new Club acquisition:
• Address an email to avw-library@shenriver.com

• Provide your name and phone #

• Provide a description of the requested item, including title, author, publisher, ISBN #, cost,
and suggested source (if known).

• Provide a brief rationale for the club acquiring the item
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AVW Library Catalog (General Sources), September 2015

001 The Skew Chisel Alan Lacer

002 Woodturning: Getting Started The Right Way Alan Lacer

017-A Jigs and Tools {TBS}

017-B Jigs and Tools {TBS}

017-C Jigs and Tools {TBS}

033 Chip Carving Wayne Barton

034 The Taming of the Skew Mike Darlow {{Missing DVD with Chapters 1-6}}

035-A Thinking Outside the Bowl… AVW Demo Jim Pitzada

035-B Thinking Outside the Bowl… AVW Demo Jim Pitzada

038 Turnaround Jimmy Clewes

040 PSI Handcrafted Pens - The Basics Penn State Ind.

041 Back to Basics Jimmy Clewes

043-1 Turn It On #1 Jimmy Clewes A footless bowl made from a unique spalted Birch burl;
Oriental-style box from Sonokeling Rosewood with 22-
carat gold leaf inlay; More details about flute, bevels, and
sharpening; The life of a professional woodturner shot in
Belgium and the UK

043-2 Turn It On #2 Jimmy Clewes A stunning Ziracote bowl with a brass rim inlay; Long-stem
goblet turned unsupported from Australian Myrtle;
Converting a tree with a chainsaw; Fascinating Roman
histoet at Vindolands
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AVW Library Catalog (General Sources), September 2015

043-3 Turn It On #3 Jimmy Clewes Lidded box using a glue-up made from maple and wenge;
Footless bowl from a walnut burl with silver highlights;
Fitting a box lid; Behind-the-scenes work on the Turn It On
DVD series

044 Cabinet-Making Techniques: The Next Level Woodworker's Journal

045 The McNaughton Center Saver Mike Mahoney

046 Hollow Forms and Urns… A Workshop Mike Mahoney

047 Heirlooms… Making Things That Last! Mike Mahoney

049 Beyond the Basic Bowl: Advanced Bowl Techniques Bill Grumbine

051 Scrap Wood Projects II Robert Rosand Birdhouse Ornament, Paperweight, Candlestick, Two-Part
Goblet, Scoop

053 Turned Boxes… The Final Box Ray Kay

054 Turned Boxes and Other Projects… Video 2 Bonnie Klein

055 Woodturning Wizardry David Springalt

056 Introduction to Bowl Turning Patton & Telson

057 Turning Wood Richard Raffen

060 Basic Off-Center Turning Stott

061 Turned Boxes and Other Projects… Video 3 Bonnie Klein

062 Colouring Wood {TBS}

063 Decoative Techniques {TBS}
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AVW Library Catalog (General Sources), September 2015

064 Introduction to Elliptical Turning David Springett

065 Finishing for Woodturners Chris Stott

066 Inlaid and Novelty Boxes Chris Stott

067 Introduction to Segmented Turning Theobald

068 Segmented Patterns Theobald

069 Sharp Tools Melvin Firmager

070 Sharpening Turning & Carving Tools {TBS}

071 Turned Boxes: The Basic Box Ray Key

072 The Capsule Box Ray Key

073 Shop Class: Jointer/Planer {TBS}

074 Professional Routing Secrets {TBS}

075 Shop Class: Shaper {TBS}

076 Shop Class: Table Saw {TBS}

077 Turned Boxes With Threaded Lids Bonnie Klein

078 Turning Unusual Materials Bonnie Klein

079 Twists and Advanced Turning Dennis White

080 Vessels of Illusion Trent Bosch

082 Turning Boxes Richard Raffen
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AVW Library Catalog (General Sources), September 2015

083 Turning Boxes Richard Raffen

084 Carve A Flower {TBS}

085 Gunstock Carving {TBS}

086 Bob Rosand Demo… June 2011 Bob Rosand

087 Bob Rosand Demo… Small Items… June 2011 Bob Rosand

088 Catoctin Area Turners January (year?) Demo Betty Scarpino

096 Woodturning with Steven D. Russell Vol I & II Steven D. Russell Video on pen making.  E-books:  36 topics…

096-1 Woodturning With Steven D. Russell Vol I & II: e-
book

Steven Russell

096-2 Woodturning With Steven D. Russell VoII: Video…
Turning Elegant Writing Pens

Steven Russell

098B The Lathe Jet Tools, The
Shopclass Series

099 Router Joinery Gary Rogowski

100 Turned Bowls Made Easy Bill Grumbine

101-1 Woodturning With Steven Russell - Volume III...
Video… Bowl Turning Part 1

Steven Russell

101-2 Woodturning With Steven Russell - Volume III...
Video… Bowl Turning Part 2

Steven Russell

102 Jumpstart Guide to Shooting & Producing Great
Videos

{TBS}
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AVW Library Catalog (General Sources), September 2015

103 Weekend Projects For Your Shop & Home {TBS} Shop storage made easy; pen-turning techniques; Round
Stool

104 Logs To Lumber Woodworker's Journal

105 Cabinet-Making Techniques:  The Next Level Woodworker's Journal

106 Table Saw Techniques Woodworker's Journal

107 Essential Woodworking Techniques Woodworker's Journal

109 The Pen-Making Video {TBS}

110 Natural-Edged Vase - Virginia Woodturning
Symposium

Jimmy Clewes

111 In-Depth Hollowing Techniques Lyle Jamieson A thin-walled goblet turned with: (1) Nanograin
Jamieson/Hunter Carbide Cutter; (2) Captured Boring Bar
System; (3) Laser Measuring Process; (4) Advanced
Holllowing Techniques

112 Setting Up a Woodturning Business - AVW Demo
March 2008

Tom Boley

113 Turning Outside The Box Beth Ireland

119 The Professional Woodturner Laguna Tools

135 Artistic Woodturning (1981 Brigham Young
University Press)

Dale Nish
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AVW Library Catalog (AAW Sources), September 2015

048 AAW 2000, Vol 2, Club #3 {TBS}

058 AAW 2000… Adler & Crit Adler & Crit

089 AAW 2001 Volume 1 various

090 AAW 2001 Volume 2 various

091 AAW 2004 Volume 1 of 2 various

092 AAW 2004 Volume 2 of 2 various

093 AAW 2004 Gallery & Critique various

094 Allen Batty… Hard Thread Chasing Allen Batty

117 Fundamentals of Sharpening - AAW 2003 various

118 2006 AAW National Symposium Snapshots various

120 AAW Lets Go For A Spin Vol 1-7, Copy A various

121 AAW Lets Go For A Spin Vol 1-7, Copy B various

122 AAW Lets Go For A Spin Vol 1-7, Copy C various

123 AAW Woodturning Fundamentals - Best Of 2012-
2013, Copy A

various

124 AAW Woodturning Fundamentals - Best Of 2012-
2013, Copy B

various

125 AAW Woodturning Fundamentals - Best Of 2012-
2013, Copy C

various

126 AAW Woodturning Fundamentals - 2014, Copy A various
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AVW Library Catalog (AAW Sources), September 2015

127 AAW Woodturning Fundamentals - 2014, Copy B various

128 AAW Woodturning Fundamentals - 2014, Copy C various

129 AAW Woodturning Fundamentals - 2015, Copy A various

130 AAW Woodturning Fundamentals - 2015, Copy B various

131 AAW Woodturning Fundamentals - 2015, Copy C various

132 AAW Woodturning Fundamentals - Special Topics,
Copy A

various

133 AAW Woodturning Fundamentals - Special Topics,
Copy B

various

134 AAW Woodturning Fundamentals - Special Topics,
Copy C

various
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AVW Library Catalog (AVW Sources), September 2015

018 Making a Box… AVW Demo April 2007 Ken Darr

019 Making a Plate… AVW Demo June 2007 Jim Rawels

023 Inlace Finishes… AVW Demo January 2008 unknown

024 Acorn Box… AVW Demo October 2007 Tim Gregory

025 Square Turning… AVW Demo September 2007 Tim Gregory

026 Bottle Stopper, Ring Holder, Goblet… AVW Demo
April 2008

Patrick O'Brien

027 AVW Demo May 2008 Ken Cook unknown content

028-A Turning Banksia Pods… AVW Demo June 2008 Gene Gillespie

028-B Turning Banksia Pods… AVW Demo June2008 Gene Gillespie

029 Natural Edge Bowl… AVW Demo August 2008 Harriet Maloney

036-A AVW Demo January 2008 {TBS} unknown content

036-B AVW Demo January 2008 {TBS} unknown content

036-C AVW Demo January 2008 {TBS} unknown content

036-D AVW Demo January 2008 {TBS} unknown content

037-A Jet Lathe Dick Cook

039 AVW Photo Shoot January 2005 {TBS}

097 Natural-Edged Bowl, Footed Bowl… AVW Demo
January 2012

Rich Vossler
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AVW Library Catalog (AVW Sources), September 2015

097-A Natural-Edged Bowl, Footed Bowl… AVW Demo
January 2012

Rich Vossler

108 AVW Demo May 2008 (raw) Ken Cook
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AVW Library Catalog (Other Sources), September 2015

004 Woodturning Magazine 1997-1998 various MAR/SEP/OCT 1997 … JAN/FEB/APR/JUL 1998

005 Woodturning Magazine 1997 various JAN/FEB/MAR/APR/MAY 1997

006 Woodturning Magazine 1998 various SEP/OCT/NOV/DEC

007 Woodturning Magazine 1996-1997-1999 various JUL/AUG/DEC 1996 … JUL/AUG 1997 … MAR/JUN/OCT
1999

008 Woodturning Magazine 2006 various JAN/FEB/MAR/APR 2006

009 Woodturning Magazine 2006 various SEP/OCT/NOV/DEC 2006

010 Woodturning Magazine 1996 various MAR/APR/MAY/JUN/SEP/OCT/NOV

011 Woodturning Magazine 2000 various JAN/FEB/MAR/APR/MAY

012 Woodturning Magazine 2000 various JUN/JUL/AUG/SEP/OCT

013 Woodturning Magazine 2000-2001 various NOV/DEC 2000 … FEB/MAR 2001

014 Woodturning Magazine 2001 various APR/MAY/JUN/JUL

015 Woodturning Magazine 2001 various AUG/SEP/OCT/NOV

016 Woodturning Magazine 2001-2002 various DEC 2001 … JAN/FEB/MAR 2002

052 Best of Fine Woodworking, 2nd Edition Fine Woodworking

114 Bowl Turning - Virginia Woodturning Symposium Stuart Batty

115 Pyrography  - Virginia Woodturning Symposium Molly Winton

116 Basic Cuts  - Virginia Woodturning Symposium Stuart Batty
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Zero Clearance 

We start with an MDF strip 1.25” wide by 14 inches long. 

Cut a full 45 degree chamfer.   

 

Round off with either a sander or a router, with no flat 

spots on top. 

 

Fit snugly against the sled, and stick down to the 

surface of the table saw insert.   

Back sled off and gently remove table saw insert. 

Add a piece of double-stick tape at each end. 
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Zero Clearance Strip 

Drill holes into the table saw insert at a safe 

location away from the blade as shown. 

 

Pre-drill pilot holes for  #8 x 1/2 Inch Pan Head 

Sheet Metal Screws. 

Install screws taking care not to shift the strip. 

Test fit and make sure the top of the zero 

clearance strip is not proud of the sled. 

 

Now, go cut some segments! 
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Saw Stop 
It works 

Side View 

Bottom view 

Top View 

This saw stop is simple and can be modified 

many ways. By using a digital caliper between 

the guides, accurate results can be obtained 

and calibration is simple.  

I usually cut, modify, nail, mark, and glue 

things to my stop. After a while I will make 

another.  

I do have a fancy one that is made from alumi-

num But this one is just as accurate and I can 

modify it at will.  

I hope you find this of value. 

 

Jerry B.  

This is the fancy Saw Stop. We are 

not going to make this one. 
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Saw Stop 

Measurement guides 

Track runner 

Base 

Top slide 

Tack on face block 

Permanent Face block 

Locking knob  

Knob & 1/4” bolt 

Fixed guide 

Slotted guide with #8 x 3/4” pan head screws  

#4 flat head x 1/2“  Track runner adjustment screw 

Face block hot melt glued to stop 

Slotted guide with #8 x 3/4” pan head screws  

Track runner 
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My Wedgie sled is made of Corian. I like the stability 

of the material but you can make yours out of MDF, 

Melamine or what ever you choose.  

The fences shown at the right are made to be re-

versible for both left and right tilt table saws.  

The dimensions are not critical. The height of this 

fence works well with a segment thickness of 3/4 

inch or less. Thicker segments will require a taller 

fence appropriate to the material. 

The upper fence B must be ripped absolutely 

parallel and the edges of both fences must be flat. 

All hardware is 1/4 inch. The hold down clamps are 

best positioned back from the blades as shown.  

The distance between the fences determine the 

maximum width of segment material you can use, 

adjust as necessary. 

Inserted is a 48 segment Wedgie. A complete set of 

ten Wedgies are available from www.segeasy.com.    

The Wedgie Sled 

Fence A 

Fence B 

Wedgie  

Page 1 

This Wedgie sled was made by Kendall Westbrook. He made 

the fences taller to accommodate the large segments he uses 

in his vessels. He also modified the distances between the 

fences for wider strip material. Making the fences absolutely 

parallel took some effort. One particularly helpful addition 

was the handle block at 

the bottom.   

With a wider fence separa-

tion, a spacer strip may be 

necessary to correctly lo-

cate a higher segment 

Wedgie such as the 48 as 

shown.  

Of course the spacer strip must be perfectly parallel.   

The Wedgie method is forgiving and you can modify the sled 

to accommodate what you need. 
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The Wedgie Sled 
Making The Base 

From the backside: 

Cut a groove all the way 

through with a 1/4 inch 

straight router bit. You 

might have to make 2-3 

passes.  

Cut a 3/16 inch deep re-

taining groove with a 3/4 

inch flat bottom router bit  

12 In. 

14 In. 

 4 In. 

 1 In. 

30 Deg. 30 Deg. 

7 In.Radius 7 In.Radius 

Note: 

This layout works for 

both left and right tilt 

saws. 

Fence B 

Fence A 

12” 

12” 

2” 

2” 

3/4” 

3/4” 

1” 1” 1” 

1” 1” 1” 

1” 1” 

1” 

1-1/8” 1-1/8” 

The fences will work on a 

left or right tile saw. For a 

left tilt saw, simply flip 

them over.  

Use a 1/4 inch router bit 

and an appropriate jig to 

make the slots.  

The holes for the hold-

down clamps are not di-

mensioned as these clamps 

vary considerably.  

Take care when ripping the 

fences. Fence B must be 

absolutely parallel.  

Making The Fences 

Page 2 
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The Wedgie Sled 
Making an Adjustable Track Slide 

I like a simple wood track for sleds. The problem with any track is a de-

pendable, easy adjustment system. For the sled to perform well every 

time you use it, a track slide that is easy to adjust is a must. Even the 

slightest lateral movement in the sled will translate into an angle 

change in the segment.  

This slide has an adjustment screw in each end that can be immediately 

accessed and adjusted with the sled in place, no guesswork. The screw 

serves as a wedge to spread the slide end apart in the saw slot. It is de-

ceivingly simple and dependable.  

 

Page 3 

Install a no 6 brass wood screw flush with the end of the 

strip. It will be adjusted later to correctly fit in the saw slot. 

 Cut a strip of maple, oak or poplar that will slide easily in the saw slot. Make 

the thickness a little less than the slot depth. The length can be the same as 

the sled or a slightly longer.  

Mark the center of the end and with a 1/4 inch Forsner bit, drill a 1/4 inch 

deep hole.  

With a 3/32 bit, drill to a depth of 5/8 inch from the end.  

Cut a slot down the center of the slide about 1-1/2 inches long. 
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The Wedgie Sled 

Page 4 

Measure from the outside of the blade to the inside of 

the saw slot.  

 The placement of the track does not have to be perfect. 

A regular tape measure is fine. 

Mounting The Track Slide 

 With double stick tape the full length of the slide, mount with 

the inside of the slide to the marks.  

Drill, tap and countersink for a 1/4 inch flathead machine 

screw. 

Transfer this measurement to the Wedgie sled. This allows a saw 

blade's width for trimming of the sled. 

Add Anti-friction UHMW tape to the sled. 

The tape serves also to elevate the sled slightly to 

match top of the zero clearance strip. 

Picture here!!!!! 
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The Wedgie Sled 

Page 5 

Crank the saw blade all of the way down and put the sled in 

place. 

Adjust each end of the track slide until there is no lateral play but 

still has easy sled movement.    

Making a Zero Clearance Ramp Strip 

Start out by cutting several strips about 1 inch wide with a 45 

degree bevel on one edge. As the strips are consumable it makes 

sense while you are doing it to make several. Do not even think of 

cutting segments without a zero clearance strip.  

With the Wedgie sled in place as shown, stick down the ramp strip to an 

MDF plate saw insert. Make sure the strip is against the sled.  

Drill, tap and countersink holes for a 10-24 machine screw through the 

insert and ramp strip. Do this on both ends.  The ramp strip must not pro-

trude above the sled. If it does, sand down until level or slightly below. 
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The Wedgie Sled 

Page 6 

With the Wedgie sled in place, turn on the saw and bring the blade up 

through the ramp strip until at the optimum cutting height. Take care 

to not extend the blade above this height as we want zero clearance in 

front of the blade as well as the side.   

The ramp encourages the segments to fall away from the blade. They 

can pile up and encroach on the blade. Before this happens, stop the 

saw and move them out of the way. This picture is without the blade 

guard. I never cut segments without the guard. 
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Saw Stop 

Top slide 

The top slide is a 3/4” MDF x 2” x 12” strip. 

To keep from setting up a router, I simply drilled 

4 holes and band-sawed between them for the 

slots. Of course you can use a router, make the 

slots 1/4” wide.  

Drill 1/4” initial holes here 

1” 4” 4” 1” 

2” x 1-1/2” x 3/8” Maple end block 

3/4” x 3/4” x 2” MDF 

The temporary face block can be 

any convenient size. This one is 

so I can cut tall segments. It is hot 

melt glued all around. Having a 

temporary face block comes in 

handy.  

1/4” x 1-3/4” carriage bolt 

counter-sunk in base  

The Base is a 3/4” MDF x 2” x 8” strip. 

 

The fixed guide is glued in place. 

 

The 1/4” x 1-3/4” carriage bolt is counter-sunk 

in the base. 

 

A simple track runner should be snug in the 

table saw slot. 

  

A 1/4” dowel sticking up 5/8”  

1/2” 
5” 

   1” 
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Saw Stop 
Calibration 

First, cut a block at some convenient length. 

Loosen the guide screws and place the block between the guides. 

 

Tighten the guide screws with the block snug between the guides. 

The saw stop is now calibrated.  

When the guides touch, the stop is at zero relative to 

the blade. 

Setting the stop is simply a matter of dialing in the horizontal seg-

ment dimension you need in a digital caliper, and adjusting the 

stop as shown. 
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